
  An ERP designed for home healthcare professionals
Proginov ERP Health is designed for use by in-home care providers whose 
day-to-day activities may include patient monitoring, the sale or hire of medical 
equipment, and even the design and creation of prosthetics or other devices.
The range of applications is hugely varied, from orthopaedics to diabetes treat-
ments, enteral and parenteral nutrition, care for Parkinson’s patients etc.

  Keeping track of patients on mobile devices
Patients’ personal data are stored when they are first added to the system. 
This information is then used to invoice the social security department or pri-
vate health insurance company directly. Thanks to Proginov ERP’s commercial 
management and CRM (Customer Relationship Management) tools, users can 
monitor and invoice services, keep track of the healthcare professionals and 
partners (hospitals, retirement homes, doctors, nurses etc.) involved with each 
case, monitor orders, deadlines and deliveries, manage stocks and track batch 
numbers and serial numbers for traceability, etc.
The mobile application, meanwhile, helps users to manage the mandatory legal 
records and provides easy-to-use indicators for monitoring patients. You can 
manage appointments, medical procedures, on-call hours, returns and batch 
recalls, stocks, orders and deliveries and complaints, as well as develop new 
relationships with healthcare professionals.

  A-Z healthcare services management
The in-home healthcare services management system incorporates a full sales 
management and after-sale service ERP, powerful tools for comprehensive pro-
fessional support. The mobile application is one of the greatest assets of this 
solution, helping healthcare professionals to keep track of their patients when 
on the go.
Last but not least, the data recording tool greatly simplifies the administrative 
tasks required of professionals. Proginov ERP allows you to automate nume-
rous processes and avoid time-consuming repeat entries.
What’s more, since Proginov has government accreditation for the hosting of 
health data, healthcare professionals can benefit from the simplicity of having a 
single service provider for all their infrastructure service needs.

ISO 27001
HDS certification

SESAM-Vitale**, ADRI* 
and SCOR Certification

Monitoring patients receiving 
care at home
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of invoice

Hosting of health data 
accredited by ASIP

HEALTHCARE SERVICES MANAGEMENT
Monitor and support your home-visit patients, storing their data in a secure environment. The 
Proginov solution for managing in-home healthcare services allows you to keep track of patients and 
their administrative records, as well as hosting their data in a secure environment approved by the 
French Health Department.
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* Proginov ERP software has received access authorization for the online rights acquisition teleservice.
** Software for preparing SESAM-Vitale secure electronic invoices and digitized supporting documents approved by health insurance.

FONCTIONNALITÉS DE L’ERP

-  Invoice social security and insurance providers

-  Track individual files in coordination with administrative services

-  Handle electronic prescriptions

-  Track payments with reports from Noémie

-  Handle payment issues and rejected invoices

-  Track payments for each payer and patient

-  Manage multi-payer situations

-  Automatic calculation of invoice

-  Track reports from healthcare professionals and partners (hospitals, 
retirement homes, doctors, nurses, etc.)

-  Enter orders and delivery records

-  Manage stocks

-  Logistics: manage preparations and stocks via radio terminals

-  Track batches and serial numbers for traceability

-  Handle batch recalls

-  CRM (Customer Relationship Management)

-  Handle returns, cleaning, etc.

-  Multi-warehouse

-  Handle after-sale services for medical equipment

-  Statistics

-  Follow-up and on-call reports

-  EDI with logistics platforms

APPLICATION MOBILITÉ POUR LE SUIVI PATIENT À DOMICILE

-  Manage mandatory legal records and statistics

PRINCIPALES FONCTIONNALITÉS DE LA GESTION DES PRESTATIONS DE SANTÉ
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